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THIS MONTH’S PROGRAM:
ON THURSDAY, APRIL,

Dr. Anthony Hepton

2013

Speaks On

Roses Suitable for Ventura County
Dr. Anthony Hepton,
the featured speaker for
the April presentation, is
a resident of Westlake
Village and a frequent
commentator on things
horticulture in the Ventura County area.

Research for Castle and
Cooke, as well as Director of Technical Services in the Philippines.
Later he became Vice
President in charge of

He was born in the United Kingdom, spent his
early years in Wales,
and received his bachelor’s degree in Horticulture from the University of Nottingham. His
Dr. Anthony Hepton
graduate degrees include a Ph.D. from Cornell University in Plant
Physiology, Plant Anat- Quality Assurance for
omy and Plant Morphol- Dole Foods in San Franogy.
cisco. His position at
the corporate level for
His career has included Dole Foods included
stints in Hawaii as a Di- representation for both
rector of Agricultural
corporate and national

interests on regulatory
and scientific commissions on both national
and international echelons. In addition to being a master gardener,
Dr. Hepton brings a special talent in artistic representations with
gourds.
Dr. Hepton gardens in
the Lake Sherwood area
where his rose garden
contains many unidentified roses, courtesy of a
gift from a friend. He
interplants bulbs with
his roses for year round
bloom, utilizing acidantheras, various iris,
narcissi and daffodils.

Doors open: 6:30 p.m….Program starts: 7:30 p.m.
Ventura Education Conference Center
5100 Adolfo Rd., Camarillo.
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Desiderata...
Volunteers Needed for Otto & Sons ‘Rose Days’
Every year that Otto & Sons has presented their ‘Rose Days’ toward the end of April, VCRS has participated either by presenting a program and/or maintaining an information table as part of the outreach
program organized by Dawn-Marie Johnson. She reports that volunteers are needed to staff the information table, to talk roses and to share enthusiasm about the VCRS for Friday, Saturday and Sunday
afternoons from noon until 3:00 or 4:00 PM. Additional volunteers would be helpful for the morning
sessions from 9:00 AM until noon. If you would be willing to help out in this program, please contact
Dawn-Marie at dawn-marie03@dslextreme.com or phone 805.523. 9003. You also get the benefit of
viewing 120,000 roses of 800 different varieties.
(Continued on Page 6)

The VCRS May Monthly Meeting has been canceled to accommodate the 2013
VCRS Garden Tour. There will be no monthly meeting in May.

The Garden in April…

The performance of the rain gods in April has confirmed that this season will be one in which
there is insufficient rain. Most readings in Ventura County report that local communities are
receiving between a half and a third of the normal rainfall. Camarillo is currently at 5.3 inches
of rain and Thousand Oaks at 4.5. The forecast for the rest of the month does not indicate that
there will be any good news in the foreseeable future. Worse, there will be a fair amount of
high wind, and single digit humidity to plague the rose gardener. It is time to move from the
major ‘pruning’ of the winter schedule into the ‘finger pruning and deadheading’ mode appropriate to maintaining the garden. Periodically, remove spent blooms before they shatter and
fall all over the recently applied mulch. Get rid of blind shoots (growth that will not produce
a bloom), twigs, and problematic canes growing in the wrong direction or crisscrossing with
other canes. And start the process of consistent spraying if that is your wont, or practicing the
principles of Integrated Pest Management (identification and removal with the least toxic effective response).
(Continued on page 4)
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‘Wanderlust.’ Mini. rb. Smith. 2012

‘Little Jimmy Dickens.’ Mini. mr.
Wells. 2009

Whit Wells Nursery Changes Hands…
Wells Mid-South Roses, the home of the roses created by Whit Wells, has been acquired by a group
called For Love of Roses, headed up by Richard Anthony, a long time champion national exhibitor and
horticultural judge. The transformation will permit the octogenarian Wells to continue with his breeding programs, while enabling the new management team to expand the operations of the nursery, including roses hybridized by such breeders as David Clemons, Robbie Tucker, Whit Wells, Chris Greenwood, and Anthony himself. The operations of the nursery will focus on classic HT form miniatures
and minifloras, but will also carry novelty and garden roses.
The photos on this page are all roses to be found at www.forloveofroses.com. The photos are reprinted
with the permission of the nursery and contain selections from new and old miniatures and minfloras as
well as single roses.

‘Hello Gorgeous.’ Mini. ob.
Greenwood. 2011

‘Memphis Music.’ MinFl. rb. Wells.
2006

‘The Streak.’ Mini. yellow blend.
Wells. 2010.
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(The Garden in April, continued from page 2)

And then there are unforeseen variables. Dan Bifano of Santa Barbara will be replacing all
of the roses close to the street in his garden. They have been damaged by the residue from
some herbicide even though his gardeners swear that they do not use Round-Up or any other
herbicide. There is the fact of herbicidal damage. One alternative would be to wait until the
plants recover from the damage and restore themselves as best they can; the downside to that
is that the plants rarely approximate their pre-damage status and the rose garden winds up
looking like an infirmary. The upside to replacement is to make selections from among the
disease resistant introductions crowding the market.
Hetty Shurtleff, also in Santa Barbara, expresses delight
that all of the hard work of winter has resulted in huge
blooms on her roses. She still has to pay attention to the water needs of her plants and indirectly supplements those
needs by blasting aphids off of new growth with a good
stream of water. She also handpicks and crushes the ‘green
worm’ that had the temerity to appear.
Peggy Black in Oxnard plans to use the bug blaster that she
received as a Christmas present on the roses planted in the
Veteran’s Home Rose Garden in Ventura. At her home in
Oxnard, the aphid problem has been ameliorated by the dozens of bushtits, yellowthroats and towhees who swoop
through the garden several times a day reducing the insect
problem. She also promotes the presence of lizards by only
using insecticides like Neem oil.

Herbicidal Damage. Photo courtesy
of Dan Bifano.

Barbara Osterberg in Oxnard pruned a little later this year because of the cold weather that
plagued the first two months of the year. One consequence she noticed was a lack of spider
activity in her yard. She could not find one spider on all of her roses. Because of their absence, she pursued deeper into her rose bushes to remove yellow leaves and damaged limbs.
The wait also meant that many of the diseased and damaged foliage had dropped to the
ground where all she had to do was to rake it up and trash it. Paying more attention to the
structure of the individual roses paid off in reduced personal effort and stretching the process
out to suit the idiosyncrasies of each plant. Among other things, it meant that she did not
have to do without blooms and the spring roses will be more mature than usual .
(Editor’s Note: I checked with Baldo Villegas, state entomologist, on the perceived correlation between cold and the presence of spiders; it was his opinion that the spiders were there, but just not as visible as usual.)

(Con�nued on page 5)
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(The Garden in April, continued from page 4)

Michaela Walker of Camarillo is experimenting this spring with removing all 1/2
inch ’sprouts’ that point toward the center of
the plant; the idea is to promote better air
circulation with the anticipated result of less
disease come summer. She was also looking
for a new climber for her garden and
glommed onto ‘Rebecca’s Choice’ until she
found that it would not be available in the
U.S. for some time to come.
Catharine Hogue of Newbury Park is already planning her spray program as she has
recently found thrips on new buds of her
‘Honey Dijon’ rose. Later, she plans on using Osmacote, a time release fertilizer.

‘Rebecca’s Choice.’ LCl. Viraraghavan. Photo courtesy of
Girija Viraraghavan.

Elda Bielanski of Thousand Oaks can barely stand to go indoors after inhaling the fragrance
of her sweet peas and wisteria; the scents intoxicate her as she valiantly sprays water on her
roses to discourage aphids.
April is the cruelest month…mixing Memory with desire….

Purple Splotches….by Rich Baer
A question that I have received from rose growers on a regular basis involves the coloration of the stems of
some rose bushes at this time of year. For a number of years the question would be, “what causes the purplish
spots on my rose canes, is it a sign of downy mildew?” My response was usually, how long have you had
your Sally Holmes which always surprised them because that was the bush that had the “problem”. It really
was never a problem because it is the natural coloration of the Sally Holmes stems as you can see in the picture of four different varieties which display these winter splotches. In the last few years I have noticed this
phenomenon on several other bushes as well. One of the most obvious colored spots appears on the canes of
the rose FireFighter which generated a number of calls after it was introduced. More recent introductions
which have less obvious spots are Yabba Dabba Doo and Home Run.

So, when you see this coloration in your garden, just
be calm, the roses are doing exactly what their genetics are directing them to do. It seems that these
splotches tend to disappear when the weather begins
to warm up. Or it may just be that as the season progresses the splotches on the naked stems are no
longer so noticeable because they are covered with
leaves. (This article first appeared in the Portland
Rose Chatter, Rich Baer, ed. March, 2013.)
Purple Splotches on ‘Sally Holmes, ‘Yabba Dabba Do,’
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(Desiderata, continued from page 2)
The African Violet Society...
The African Violet Society of Southern California will present a judged Show and Sale on April 27, 2013 from
10:00 AM to 4:00 PM at Descanso Gardens Van de Kamp Hall at 1418 Descanso Drive in La Canada
Flintridge, CA. In addition to the sale, there will be presentations, demonstrations, and individual Q&A sessions. There is a charge to enter the Gardens, but no additional charge to enjoy the show.
PSW District Convention…
There is still time to register for the Pacific Southwest District of the American Rose Society Convention at
the Carlsbad-By-the-Sea Resort May 3rd through the 5th. The low convention rate can be extended for three
days before and up to three days after the convention itself. There are presentations by Baldo Villegas, John
Bagnasco, and the PSW Horticultural and Arrangements Judges Chairs. The Saturday night banquet will feature Jim Sproul. The Sunday garden tour will include those of Bob & Dona Martin (500 roses), James and
Lindy Waldman (350 roses), Jane and Mike Diliberto (250 roses). In addition there will be a visit to the new
nursery for Ping Lim roses. For more information and registration forms, go to pswdroses.org.

The VCRS May Monthly Meeting has been canceled to accommodate the 2013
VCRS Garden Tour. There will be no monthly meeting in May.
Spring Rose Shows...
1. The San Fernando Valley Rose Society will present its annual spring rose show on Saturday, April
13th at the Sepulveda Garden Center, 16633 Magnolia Blvd, in Encino, CA 91436. Among the highlights of this particular show will be the presence of Jolene Adams, the President of the American Rose
Society, as a horticultural judge, a new ‘catchall’ class for roses found in your yard, roses with names
unknown to you, and just anything you might want to display for the edification of the viewers, and a
portion of time devoted to having the judges explain their decisions to the rose show attendees and exhibitors. This is the first time that such an explanation has been addressed. If nothing else, it should
make for lively questioning and even livelier justifications by judges unused to explaining their decisions in public.
2. The Pacific Rose Society will presents its annual spring rose show on Saturday and Sunday, April
27th and 28th, at the Los Angeles Arboretum, 301 North Baldwin Avenue, Arcadia, CA 91007. This
rose show is the largest in southern California, featuring over 100 classes of horticultural and arrangements opportunities for display. Unfortunately, the show no longer has a class for “Found” roses, one
of the last to do so; however, it has established a ‘catchall’ class similar to that of the San Fernando
Valley rose show, in which almost any rose may be entered as the class is not judged and no trophy will
be awarded. Given the timing of the spring rose shows this year, it is to be expected that the Pacific
rose show will be the most heavily attended and have the most exhibits of any other rose show in the
area.
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More Good Garden Ideas by Janet Sklar

Climbing Roses Pruning Tool ...
I prune or cut my trellised rose climbers with these long pruners that work like a short secateurs. You don’t
have to climb a ladder to do this or walk through thorny bushes. You reach up or out with the pole and
squeeze the handle to cut. I have 2 of these – one 3 feet long and one with a build-in extension to make it
longer, but it is heavier than the shorter one. The pole will hold what you cut to bring it down, or out from the
bush. Corona makes one for about $35 that is available at the West Valley Nursery at 19035 Ventura Blvd. in
Tarzana, CA. I have also seen it at Lowe’s in Northridge. I had bought my two from “Lee Valley” online a
few years ago.
Paw-Paw Rose labels and a PPaw-Paw Rose labels and a P-Touch label machine...

Long handle pruners.

My memory is not as good as it once was. The original metal tags that
came with rose bushes often got lost and the paper tags blew away. To
help me remember 300 rose names, and to help visitors to my garden
know the name of the bush they are looking at, I began to label each
rose. Every issue of the ARS Magazine has a small advertisement for
“Paw-Paw labels” in different sizes. I bought the Paw Paw Rose labels
(slightly taller than the regular ones) made of galvanized metal – 100
for $46., including shipping – 46 cents each. The label maker is available from an office supply store, or cheaper at Costco in the office supply aisle. The label maker and ½ inch tape last for years. I never have
to forget a rose name this way. I put the year it was patented and the
type of rose on the label. www.EverlastLabel.com.

Durable labels

Pipe cleaners, or their new name ‘chenille stems’...
These 12” wire- covered pipe cleaners make the best ties in the garden.
They are perfect to tie and train climbing roses. They bend and twist
easily without hurting the plant. If you need to move them up, they are
easy to unwind and use again. I also use them to tie sweet peas to a
trellis in the spring, Clematis into a climbing rose bush, and other
plants to a stick. I try to buy them in green, brown or white to blend
into the garden. Joanne’s Craft Store has these available and with a
weekly discount coupon, the cost of 100 chenille stems is less than two
dollars a package. The pipe cleaners can be used to tie up open bags of
fertilizer and hang tools with the cleaners made into a loop. So many
uses and the best is that the pipe cleaners can be used for years, and
reused for years, after the flowers such as sweet peas are finished. I
always have a few in my apron ready to tie up something in the garden.

Chenille stems

Do you have any good garden ideas? We would love to have you share
them with us.
(All photos on this page courtesy of Janet Sklar.)
Fertilizer bag twist
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Everyday Roses by Paul Zimmerman. (Newport, CT. 2013). 185 pages,
including 20 pages of appendices). Price range on addall.com: $17.88
to $36.84 including shipping; on Amazon.com: $15.72 not including
shipping and handling charges.
By Jim Delahanty
In the Manichean world of dedicated rosarians, on one side you have those
who believe that they are servants to the rose, dedicated to ensuring that it
is shown in its most nearly perfect stage of existence; on the other, you
have those who consider the rose to be a useful adjunct in the garden so
long as it does not require a great deal of fuss and fidget on the part of the
gardener. In that great division, Paul Zimmerman clearly opts for the latter
position and humorously and definitively sets about the demolition through
skepticism of the other side.

The sections on pruning and pesticides alone would set a traditional exhibitor’s molars at def con 5 teeth
grind, resulting in calcium dust. Zimmerman discards the older notions about at an angle above the bud line,
or searching for a five-leaflet set, and never even mentions the concept of disbudding. The reason that he
does so is because none of these activities contributes to prolific bloom; the Leninist notion of ‘fewer
(blooms) but better’ gets short shrift in a volume dedicated to garden roses as opposed to ‘divas’ with high
maintenance and fussy requirements. This approach is also indicated in the Chapter on ‘Suggested Roses’
which focus on the high disease resistance and cluster blooms to be found in the ‘Knock Out’ series of
Conard-Pyle, or the Drift series from Meilland, the East Elegance roses of Bailey and the Oso Easy and Oso
Happy series of roses from Spring Meadow Nursery. In fact, the only picture of a Hybrid Tea rose that I can
recall is one of ‘Memorial Day,’ hardly in the tradition of award winning Hybrid Teas at rose shows.
The emphasis here is on methods of gardening with roses so as to minimize any necessity for preventive
spraying for fungicides or pests. The cure for most pests is to let the balance of nature restore itself through
NOT spraying so as to give the beneficial insects and predators a chance to work for you rather than become
collateral damage from preventative or ameliorative petrochemical applications. For fungicides the approach
is to use sulfur and horticultural oil in quick applications so as to kill spores on foliage or those that might
overwinter. The other main mechanism is to enrich the soil so as to enable the plant to use its own defenses
in combating disease. Thus there is a strong emphasis on mulches, compost, and soil enrichment through
mycorrhizal fungi.
But the underlying thesis is that people want roses that bloom in their gardens, enhance their gardening objectives or conceits, and take no more effort than any other flowering shrub. This means changing the conception of what constitutes a rose and is fundamental to the understanding of the recommendations of the
book. Exhibitors concentrate on the flower to the exclusion of considerations of plant growth habit, or even
rosebush beauty; garden roses tend to be compact, bushy, floriferous and can be planted in close proximity to
one another because a little torn foliage is a minor consideration compared to the mass effect of bloom or the
desire for complementary color designs.
(Continued on Page 9)
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(Review of Everyday Roses, continued from page 8)

Beginning gardeners will carry this book with them to any number of places including nurseries, rose society
meetings, and pruning demonstrations and demand to know why advice contrary to these sensible observations
is being offered. The answers had better be pretty good, because in addition to linking purposes and activities
with great lucidity, Zimmerman is pretty good with zingers. “The best tool to use when faced with a diseaseprone rose is a shovel.” (Page 74). “If you only want disease-proof roses, then I suggest plastic ones!” (Page
75)
The author also makes some observations that long time rosarians know at some level of cognition, but rarely
articulate:
— That plants seem to drop their susceptibility to some diseases as they mature, much like school children
acquire immunity to childhood diseases over time.
— That no one would dose themselves with antibiotics in order to prevent a cold or viral infection over the
course of a year and that same prudence should apply to preventive chemicals.
— That in order to attract beneficial insects, birds, bats, and lizards, the monoculture of roses must give way
to plants that suit the needs of these fauna rather than just roses.
— That dipping your pruners into a diluted bleach solution between cuts makes about as much sense as dipping your spoon into hot water between bites of cereal.
The rose world, like much of modern life, is undergoing the ‘creative destruction’ associated with the disruption of previous habits and patterns of behavior in favor of newer ones capable of greater response from the
potential audience of rose growers. Certainly if the rose future belongs to garden roses more suitable to the
restricted space and disposable time available to the modern citizen, this book is the harbinger of the brave new
world upon us. It will spark a resonance beyond measure for those alienated from local rose societies which
tend to be oriented toward another vision of the rose world.
This book does not just challenge traditional assumptions about rose care. It obliterates them. However, there
should be one cautionary note: although it would seem that the care programs advocated by the book--‘living
soil,’ mulches, compost, and the like--involve less of a time commitment, I am somewhat dubious about this
claim. But, of course, your mileage may vary. In any case, buy the book. It will assault everything you think
you know about rose care.

SAVE THE DATE!!!
Remember to save the date of Sunday, May 19, 2013 for the VCRS Conejo Valley Garden Tour! The tour
will permit VCRS members and their friends to visit the gardens of four VCRS Members: Elda Bielanski,
Hallie Blau, Karen Fitzpatrick, and David Powell. Elda Bielanski’s garden will be open from 10:30 AM to
noon. The other three gardens may be visited starting at 1:00 PM through 4:00 PM.
Take the opportunity to see how different rosarians organize their gardens and to ‘talk roses’ to people who
are clearly passionate about the subject. Share experiences and take away ideas to replicate in your own gardens. Information about restaurants in the area for the lunch hour will be distributed closer to the event, as
well as directions to the various gardens. It is necessary to register for the tour in order to accommodate the
requirements of gated communities and to enable reasonably accurate estimates for beverage and cookie service. Please email Ted and Bella Hermsen at bellahermsen@Yahoo.com or phone 805.230.0044.

